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NARROW DEFEAT

Another neck-and-neck overtime game in NBA Finals; Warriors
and Cavaliers now tied 1-1 as series heads to Cleveland Sports
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CLOVERDALE: Angelica Contreras, 16, had big dreams that
ended in tragedy when she was struck, killed by car in suspected street race

Mourning a daughter

Andrew Cuomo, New York
governor, said tips have poured
in from across the state.

NY hunts
for two
escaped
killers
Official: Fugitives ‘could
be literally anywhere’ after
max-security prison break
By JESSE MCKINLEY
and J. DAVID GOODMAN
NEW YORK TI ME S

DANNEMORA, N.Y. — The
plot was more “Shawshank
Redemption” than “CSI”: two
hardened inmates using power tools, handmade decoys and
their hands to chisel and crawl
their way out of a maximumsecurity prison in a subterranean escape.
But the pursuit of the fugitives from Clinton Correctional Facility may be even more
old-fashioned, in large part because of the manner in which
the two criminals emerged: onto
a camera-less street corner and
into a world in which some of
the best tracking targets available — cellphones, cars and
credit cards — may not apply.
“They’re basically untraceable,” said Joseph Giacalone, a
retired New York City detective
sergeant and an adjunct professor at John Jay College of Criminal Justice. Indeed, in the early
hours of the hunt, law enforcement officials were using road
blocks and bloodhounds to try
TURN TO KILLERS, PAGE A5

Auto title
lenders snag
many in
cycle of debt
By JIM PUZZANGHERA
LOS ANGELES T I ME S

Cash-strapped consumers are
being shown a new place to find
money: their driveways.
Short-term lenders, seeking
a detour around newly toughened restrictions on payday and
other small loans, are pushing
Americans to borrow more
money than they often need by
using their debt-free autos as
collateral.
So-called auto title loans —
the motor vehicle version of a
home equity loan — are growing
rapidly in California and 24 other states where lax regulations
have allowed them to flourish in
recent years.
Their hefty principal and high
interest rates are creating another avenue that traps unwary
consumers in a cycle of debt.
For about 1 out of 9 borrowers,
the loan ends with their vehicles
being repossessed.
“I look at title lending as legalized car thievery,” said Rosemary Shahan, president of Consumers for Auto Reliability and
Safety, a Sacramento advocacy
group. “What they want to do
is get you into a loan where you
just keep paying, paying, paying,
TURN TO LENDERS, PAGE A5
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UNSPEAKABLE GRIEF: Federico and Silvia Contreras mourn the loss of their 16-year-old daughter, Angelica, at their home in Cloverdale on Sunday. Angelica
died after being struck by a car Friday night during what authorities suspect was a street race. Friends said she had been sitting on a concrete railing.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
T H E PR E SS DE M OC R AT

S

ilvia Contreras said her 16-year-old daughter
Angelica often spoke about her dream of going to
college and one day leading a career as a forensic
investigator, working on crime scenes and examining
victims’ bodies to determine their cause of death.
On Sunday, Contreras
could hardly grasp the
reality that her daughter, a fun-loving teen
with lots of friends, was
now the subject of one
of those investigations
— her dreams cut down
and her life ended Friday
night on the outskirts
of Cloverdale when she
was apparently struck
by a car thought to be
involved in a street race.
“She said, ‘Mom, when
I graduate from the university I want to become
Contreras family photo
an investigator,’” ContreMEMORIES: Angelica Contreras smiles ras said, speaking in
Spanish. “And look what
during her quinceañera last year.
happened to her.”
The Contreras family, including her parents and
several siblings, spoke Sunday from the living room
of their Cloverdale home, which had been transformed over what was to be a celebratory weekend,
marking the end of the school year, into a place of

TRIBUTE GROWS: Schoolmates leave flowers Sunday below a bridge
on Crocker Road in Cloverdale near where the body of Angelica Contreras
was found Saturday morning, some eight hours after the crash.

“I don’t know how I’m going to live
or anything. I don’t know where
I’m going to start again.”
SILVIA CONTRERAS, mother of Angelica Contreras,
grieves the loss of her teenage daughter’s life
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Czech TV show’s premise stirs strong reactions
Reality series makes a game
out of life under Nazi rule;
creators welcome the attention
By RICK LYMAN
N E W YO R K T I M ES

DMITRY KOSTYUKOV / New York Times

Zora Cejnkova, creator of “Holiday in the Protectorate,” says
the idea for the controversial Czech reality TV show came from
her own grandmother’s memories of Nazi occupation.
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PRAGUE — We have seen toddlers in tiaras, been left “Naked
and Afraid,” and met more real
housewives than a postman.
But if you thought reality television had reached the boundaries of
imagination and good taste, a show
that went on the air in the Czech
Republic last week has opened up a
whole new frontier.
In “Holiday in the Protectorate,”
an eight-part series from Czech pub-

69TH ANNUAL TONY AWARDS: Best play goes
to “The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-Time”; Mirren wins best actress / A2

lic television, three generations of
a real-life family are sent “back in
time” to a remote mountain farm in
1939, when German invaders transformed the country into the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia.
There, they must not only survive the rigors of rustic life with
outdated appliances and outdoor
plumbing, but also navigate the
moral and physical dangers of life
under Nazi rule.
German troops, played by actors,
kick down their doors in the middle
of the night. Local villagers betray
them to the Gestapo. Food is scarce.
Conditions are crude.
If they survive through eight
episodes and two months of filming, they stand to win as much as
$40,000 depending on how well they
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